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Abstract. In order to reduce acoustic noise in residential, industrial as well as other premises, this
research examined the interaction between the acoustic field of fixed sources (fans) and the
insulating housing used for acoustic noise transformation. For this purpose, a model of acoustic
field and heterogeneous mechanical system interaction was designed and tested to adequately
reflect the actual processes. The results showed that the designed theoretical model allows to
predict changes of the acoustic field in the installation environment. The absolute error of the
values calculated by the model by using experimentally determined sound pressure level loss
values did not exceed 2.5 dB when compared to the experimental values.
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1. Introduction
Dealing with noise reduction issues [1, 2] in residential, industrial, and other premises always
requires an analysis of sound propagation in a closed space and its interaction with obstacles. As
sound propagation is essentially distribution of sound pressure, it is often important to know and
ensure a certain sound pressure level at different points when considering the acoustic design of a
closed space (of various purposes). In the investigated object, the values of this parameter depend
on various factors, such as the geometry of the premises, sound absorption values of its walls,
ceilings, and floors, the objects contained within the premises, the nature of the sound, etc. It
shows that the analysis of sound propagation in a closed space and its interaction with obstacles
is a complex task which requires theoretical modeling.
There are many literature sources where the modeling of the appearance of the acoustic field,
the nature of its distribution in the space, and its interaction with obstacles is described by using
finite element (FE), boundary element (BE) [3-6], finite difference (FD) [7, 8], and analytical
models [9-12]. In terms of analytical acoustic models, we can argue that they are more versatile,
yet describe the interaction between the acoustic medium and the structure approximately, more
empirically, the acoustic field modeled by using such methods is diffuse, whereas the excitation
source is point.
A widely used method for designing acoustic models is the finite element method. The method
has the advantage [13, 14] of being able to directly link the structural and the acoustic media and
evaluate their interaction under changing conditions of the modeled environment, which is very
important when creating sound baffle systems. It allows to have a full view of the nature of the
acoustic field in the examined environment when addressing three-dimensional issues of the
acoustic media. On the downside, when the conditions of the modeled environment and excitation
change, the model needs to be redesigned, which usually takes some time [15]; open space issues
are formulated in the low frequency area. The literature research of FEM modeling shows that the
method is used for solving various acoustic problems – analysis of acoustic properties of various
substances, modeling of sound baffle systems, analysis of sound propagation in various cavities,
analysis of the interaction between the structural and the acoustic media, etc. Its main advantage
against the other methods is that it allows to model a heterogeneous acoustic medium, evaluate
multiple excitation sources, and find out the full nature of the acoustic field in the investigated
space.
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To summarize the above and to reduce the environmental noise of fans, the objectives of this
paper are as follows:
• To create an acoustic field model which takes into account the excitation of real sources,
sound propagation, and its interaction with the housing of the fan in real conditions, following
FEM,
• To analyze the adequacy of this theoretical model for real fields and its applicability for
designing fan housing systems.
2. A theoretical FE model for the analysis of acoustic field and structure interaction
A two-dimensional model was designed in this stage. It involved modeling the interaction
between the insulating housing of fan VSVI 311-4L3 and the acoustic medium under different fan
operating modes. In the finite element formula the interaction between the structure and the
acoustic medium is defined as follows:
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The theoretical model was designed by using ANSYS 10 software package for FEM. The
examined two-dimensional model consisted of acoustic and structural media. FLUID29 and
PLANE42 elements were used for their modeling. The modeling involved a harmonic process
analysis, in which the system was harmonically excited by a certain acoustic pressure consistent
with the operating mode of the fan. The physical characteristics of separate elements of the model
were as follows: air density = 1.2 kg/m3; sound wave propagation speed = 335 m/s; airborne
sound attenuation coefficient = 0; sound attenuation coefficient of recuperator housing
= 0.11-0.9. In order to model sound penetration through the structure, the methodology
described in source [16] was used. The dimensions of the structure and the functional elements of
the recuperation device were consistent with the drawings provided by the client; the 2D model
was designed for a single plane of symmetry. Below are the acoustic field results produced by the
model in the installation environment.

a)
b)
Fig. 1. Acoustic field in the environment of fan VSVI 311-4L3:
a) without insulating housing at maximum output; b) with insulating housing at maximum output
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The model helped to identify the acoustic field in the environment of the recuperation device.
Fig. 1 shows the impact of the insulating housing on the acoustic field in the installation
environment.
3. An experimental study and analysis of the adequacy of the theoretical modeling results
In order to determine the adequacy of the FE model of structural and acoustic field interaction,
an experimental study was carried out. It showed the acoustic power of the VSVI 311-4L3 fan and
the sound pressure level losses through the insulating housing for each octave band. These primary
data were used to conduct a theoretical study of the acoustic field in the installation environment.
3.1. An experimental study of the acoustic field created in the fan environment
This stage aimed to examine the peculiarities of the acoustic field of fixed VSVI 311-4L3 fan
and the mechanical system used for its transformation. In order to achieve this, an experiment was
carried out to measure the acoustic noise emitted by the fans, their acoustic power, and sound
pressure loss through the insulating housing in each octave band under different fan operating
modes. The measurement of the acoustic noise emitted by the fans was done by building special
equipment which was used to attenuate the noise caused by intake and exhaust airflows. These
suppressors of the noise caused by an airflow were made from sound deadening panels. The
overall view of the fan and the suppressors is provided in Fig. 2.

2

1
3

Fig. 2. The overall view of the equipment used in the experiment:
1 – suppressor on the air intake side; 2 – fan; 3 – suppressor on the air exhaust side

Fig. 3. An average sound pressure level in the octave band, depending
on the operating mode, when the fan has insulating housing

PULSE 3560 acoustic complex of B&K company (Denmark) was used to measure the noise
emitted by the fans. For each of the aforementioned experiment conditions, the average and the
total weighted sound level and noise source power level values in the entire octave band were
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determined according to the measured sound pressure values. The results are provided in Fig. 3-4.

Fig. 4. The total weighted sound pressure level 1.5 m away from the VSVI 311-4L3 fan

The results indicate that changes to the sound pressure level were noticed at higher frequencies,
especially at the 2000-4000 Hz frequency, and that the total weighted sound pressure level emitted
by the fan with insulating housing decreased by around 11 dBA under different operating speeds.
3.2. The examination of the adequacy of the theoretical model
The designed acoustic field and heterogeneous mechanical system interaction model was used
to examine the environmental noise emitted by the fan. VSVI 311-4L3 fan was used for this study
and the sound deadening material was replaced in its insulating housing. The values of the physical
and the acoustic characteristics of this material were selected from manufacturer's technical
documentation. The experiment also helped to determine sound pressure level losses through the
insulating material. All of the data were used for theoretical calculations. The empirical formula
for calculating sound pressure level loss (SPLL):
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where – wave number in the relevant medium, – wall thickness of the insulating housing, ,
,
– the characteristic impedance of the first, the second, and the third medium respectively.
The model was used to calculate sound pressure level values 1.5 m away from the modified
installation under different fan operating modes. The experiment used both experimentally and
theoretically determined sound pressure level losses of the insulating material and the results were
compared with the experimental ones.

Fig. 5. The total sound pressure level under different fan operating modes

The results show that the total sound pressure level in the installation environment calculated
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by the designed model closely matched the experimental values. The absolute error of the values
calculated by the model by using experimentally determined sound pressure level loss values did
not exceed 2.5 dB when compared to the experimental values. Similarly, the absolute error of the
values with theoretically calculated sound pressure level losses of the insulating material did not
exceed 3.7 dB. This suggests that in order to ensure greater accuracy of the calculations, the
theoretical study should be done by using experimentally determined SPLL values.
Where the adequacy of the theoretical model was sufficient, the authors also calculated the
expected total sound pressure level of VSVI 311-4L3 fan with replaced insulating material at
1.5 m distance by using theoretically determined SPLL values at 12 mm, 50 mm, and 100 mm
thickness levels.

Fig. 6. Total sound pressure values calculated by using the FEM model
at different insulating material thickness levels and fan operating modes

The above results suggest that an increase in the thickness of the insulating material results in
the reduction of the total sound pressure level under different operating modes. The produced
graphic dependencies allow to quantitatively evaluate changes of the acoustic field in the
recuperational installation environment and predict the reduction of noise emissions in the design
stage.
4. Conclusions
An acoustic field and heterogeneous mechanical system interaction model was designed. The
analysis of its adequacy in terms of the actual processes showed that it can be used to model
acoustic field transformation.
The study of fan environmental noise showed that the designed theoretical model allows to
predict changes of the acoustic field in the installation environment.
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